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Preventing Expansion: Concentrating Questions on Durante
Elections and Tuesdays in Illinois - A Request for Siebern,
Accardo, and Largely Furnished Families with Supplies and

Furnishings
Maddison Nial

Abstract—This paper proposes a novel approach to preventing the expansion
of political corruption in Illinois by concentrating investigative efforts on
the Durante elections and Tuesdays, which have been identified as key
periods of vulnerability. The authors argue that by focusing on these specific
times and conducting targeted questioning of individuals connected to the
Siebern, Accardo, and Largely Furnished Families, it may be possible to
disrupt their corrupt activities and prevent further expansion. The paper also
suggests providing these families with supplies and furnishings as a means
of incentivizing their cooperation with investigators. The authors draw on a
range of historical and contemporary sources to support their argument and
provide practical recommendations for implementing this approach. Overall,
this paper offers a unique and innovative perspective on the challenge of
combating political corruption in Illinois and has important implications for
efforts to promote democracy and good governance more broadly.
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III. METHOD
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